About FieldVu Cloud

Get complete and instant visibility on your field service
jobs, equipment and workers. FieldVu Cloud is a webbased industrial field services management tool that will
increase your profitability.
FieldVu Cloud works with FieldVu Mobile and your accounting system to provide a complete field
service job management solution. You will know the when, who, what and how much of every field
service job.
FieldVu Cloud provides the visibility and tools that the operations back office needs to effectively
and easily manage field service jobs, workers, equipment and rental assets.
FieldVu Mobile provides the mobile worker with electronic field tickets that come back to FieldVu
Cloud for processing.

Improve your Profitability
With FieldVu Cloud, operations management
can quickly see what’s going on in the field,
enabling the quick response time needed
to grow your business profitably. If costs for
labor, equipment and materials begin to
exceed budget, your client can be informed
immediately, approving the change before
receiving a higher-then-expected and
unwelcome invoice. In short, you’ll improve
your cash flow – you’ll get paid for your work
weeks sooner and you can manage budgets
more easily.

Full Integration
FieldVu Cloud and FieldVu Mobile integrate
seamlessly with your ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) business processes. Your data
moves into FieldVu and then back into your
accounting system. This allows for more
accurate invoicing, more efficient payroll
processing and improved inventory control; all
of which means greater operational efficiencies
for your company. Your ERP is the source of
master data while FieldVu handles your field
transactions with the same data. Working with
FieldVu, you will have one version of the truth.

Sign up for a Demo Today

FieldVu Cloud Benefits

Improved cash-flow
More accurate invoicing
More efficient payroll processing
Better inventory control
User-friendly, simple and intuitive
Reduces DSO (Days Sales Outstanding)

FieldVu Cloud will improve
your operational efficiency and
managerial effectiveness to help
your business Run Great.
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